
Respective Responsibilities 

Joint 

 Profit sharing -  To be negociated 

Host 

 MSC is to be invited to all meetings either in person or via conference call.  LOC is to 

offer appropriate conference call system. 

 Minutes of every meeting are to be taking and supplied to MSC representatives no later 

than 5 days after the meeting 

 If deemed necessary by MSC, LOC is to accommodate a site visit at any time prior to the 

meet.  Any cost related to the visit will be a shared expense.  MSC is to be represented 

by its delegate or by any other representative they choose. 

 LOC is to provide budget draft to MSC at least 8 months before competition and 

monthly updates thereafter.  Budget updates required more frequently as the meet 

approaches. 

 Meet must be delivered as per MSC/FINA Rule Book 

 There will be no restrictions on events, e.g., cap on 1500 Free and 800 Free 

 LOC is to provide a level 5 official as meet manager 

 LOC is responsible for booking all pool, warm-up/warm-down pools, all rooms needed: 

o Warm up / cool down pool to be open as of start of the first event until 

completion of last event- 5% penalty 

o Competition pool shall be open for warm up minimum 1 hour before start of 

session and during lunch breaks - penalty 5% 

o A warm down period of at least 15 minutes following the completion of the last 

event will be available either in the warm-down pool or the competition pool – 

penalty 5% 

 LOC to supply timers as per MSC/FINA rule.  List to be approved by MSC head referee. In 

the event where the LOC is incapable of following MSC/FINA rule, financial penalties 

could apply if less than 2 timers per lane at all times and 3 timers per lanes if 800/1500 

are swim 2 per lanes.  LOC cannot request that swimmers supplies timer for 800/1500 

events - 5% penalty 

 LOC is to provide officials as per MSC/FINA rule.  List to be approved by MSC head 

referee. In the event where the LOC is incapable of following MSC/FINA rule, financial 

penalties could apply if less than 2 turn judges (8 lanes) or 2 turn judge (10 lanes), 2 

stroke judge, 2 chief timers, 1 starter and 1 referee per pool - 5% penalty 

 LOC is responsible for food supplied to officials and volunteers and snacks to swimmers. 

 LOC is responsible for logo production 

 LOC is responsible for medals and ribbons, champion patches (MSC is responsible for 

banners) 



 LOC to provide a post-meet report using the MSC template, independent of sanctioning 

(e.g., MSO step 3) body reporting. 

 MSC Awards venue  

 

 

MSC 

 MSC is responsible to supply template Meet Technical Packages. MSC approves the 

proposed technical package pre-sanctioning and any post-sanctioning changes. 

 MSC to provide order of events.  LOC may ask for modification to be approved by MSC 

representative  

 There will be no restrictions on events, e.g., cap on 1500 Free and 800 Free 

 MSC to set meet registration and relays fees 

 MSC to reimburse applicable up-front payments on receipt of invoices, dependant on 

availability of registration cash flow 

 Final payment is to be paid by MSC to LOC no later than 1 month after receipt of all 

invoices and finalized financial documents 

 MSC is to provide website platform and access / support to LOC 

 MSC is to provide registration platform and registration support to LOC 

 MSC to provide support and experience throughout organization to LOC 

 MSC is responsible for ordering banners 

 MSC is responsible for travelling fees of its own representatives to the meet (including 

MSC liaison to the LOC) 

 MSC to provide list of its sponsor no later than Dec 1st of previous year.  LOC may not 

have competing sponsors.  If list is not provided by MSC, LOC is no longer bound.  After 

Dec 1st deadline, any sponsors MSC would like to contract will needs to be discussed 

with LOC. 

 MSC to determine the number of heat sheets and their distribution 

 MSc is responsible for related awards expenses 

 


